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Synopsis
When the hero returns from the adventure, he 

or she must bring back the elixir or their 

journey would have been meaningless. It can be 

in terms of knowledge or experience from the 

special world. He must come back with some 

sort of elixir or he’s bound to repeat the 

adventure until he does. Sometimes the greatest 

treasure is knowledge or coming home with a 

great story to tell.



Types of Elixir 
Love - Most popular, won’t receive it until final sacrifice.

Changes - Wisdom is brought back; powerful enough to change others.

Responsibility - Giving up loner status to help others and himself.

Tragedy - Death due to a flaw, audience learns from their mistakes.

Sadder but Wiser - Elixir of experience, wiser when looking back.

Sadder but no Wiser - Lesson was not learned; doomed to repeat ordeals.

Christopher Vogler (1998). The Writer's Journey. 3rd 

ed. California : Michael Wiese Production. 220-222.



Return
● The final part of the book, play 

or series of events.

● Also known as Denouement.

● Shapes the hero’s life.

● Lesson learned.

● Closing the circle.

● Maturing and growing up.

● The return must finish up the 

story or it will seem tangled or 

ragged.
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Two Story Forms
Circular

● Return to its starting point.

● Makes the story feel complete.

● Viewer can compare the hero’s life at the beginning and end.

Open-Ended

● Ongoing story after it has ended.

● Moral conclusion for the viewer to decide.

● Used in sophisticated and realistic stories.

Christopher Vogler (1998). The Writer's Journey. 3rd 

ed. California : Michael Wiese Production. 216-218



Reward 
● In the return, rewards and punishments are given out to the heros 

and villains.

● The rewards should be equal to the act the protagonist has done.

● Sometimes the hero can be over rewarded.

● Too many movie heroes get rewards they haven’t earned;

“You don’t get immortality for being nice”

● Rewards can be set at different levels depending on the audience.

● Rewards can be altered depending on the genre and narrative of 

the story. 

http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.

php/Main/Knighting 
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Punishment 
● Similarly to reward, punishment should be equal in the 

sense that the punishment should fit the crime.

● However if the hero has failed to learn a lesson, they can 

be punished as well.

● Giving villains their punishment gives the audience a 

sense of justice.

● Audiences hate when the villain gets off too easy.

https://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/34/Execution_of_Sir_Walter_Raleigh.
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Sadder but wiser, Sadder but no wiser.
Wiser

● Experience makes them wiser.

● Example for audience not to make the same mistakes.

● Stops the hero from making the same mistake.

No Wiser

● Did not learn a lesson.

● Doomed to repeat ordeals.

● Usually seen in circular closure.

Christopher Vogler (1998). The Writer's Journey. 3rd 

ed. California : Michael Wiese Production. 222-223.



Epilogue 
● Sometimes completes the story e.g. year after story.

● There may be a need for an epilogue that follows the 

bulk of the story.

● Shows how the character turned out.

● An epilogue on rare occasions can serve to complete 

the story as it can show how the characters turn out.
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Different Endings
Pitfalls - Too abrupt, prolonged, unfocused, unsurprising or unsatisfying.

Unresolved - Fails to bring all elements together, unresolved subplots.

Too many - Too many endings, dragged due to uncertainty, annoying.

Abrupt - Incomplete, quit too soon after the climax.

Focus - Unanswered questions, gradual change of theme, loss of focus.

Christopher Vogler (1998). The Writer's Journey. 3rd 

ed. California : Michael Wiese Production. 224-225



Punctuation 
● Should end with an attitude to feel complete.

● Period, exclamation, punctuation, question mark or ellipsis.

● Must announce film’s ending.

● Could be a visual metaphor.

● If the story is open-ended then you can end in a questionmark to 

show uncertainties remain.

“Will the hero return with the elixir or will it be forgotten?”

Christopher Vogler (1998). The Writer's Journey. 3rd 

ed. California : Michael Wiese Production. 225



Thanks for Listening!
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